Abstract. After having recalled some definitions concerning quantum stochastic processes and, in particular, quantum Brownian motions, a general scheme is introduced which allows a unified approach to the weak coupling and singular coupling limits. The analogies and differences between the two are discussed. The main difference consists of the fact that, in the singular coupling limit, the use of a Hamiltonian unbounded below seems to be unavoidable, while this is not the case for the weak coupling limit.
Introduction
In this section, we introduce a general abstract scheme which allows the unified treatment of the singular and weak coupling limit, in any Gaussian reference state of the reservoir (Foek, finite temperature, squeezing, etc.).
The singular coupling limit for open quantum systems has been widely studied in the physical literature. A first step towards a rigorous treatment was taken by Hepp and Lieb [1] and was pushed further by Gorini and Kossakowski [2] , Frigerio and Gorini [3] . Its connection with the weak coupling limit has been explained by Palmer [4] and studied by Spohn in his review paper [5] . The convergence of L. ACCARDI ET AL. multitime correlation functions has been studied by Diimcke [6] and by Frigerio and Gorini [7] .
The basic idea of the singular coupling limit is as follows. Consider a quantum system S coupled to a quasi-free boson or fermion reservoir R, with total ttamiltonian
Hx = Hs ® IR + ls ® HR + Vx.
This means that two tIilbert spaces ~s, ~n are given, interpreted respectively as the Hilbert space of the system S and of the reservoir R. It is, moreover, assumed that 7/R is obtained by quasi-free (Gaussian) second quantization from a 1-particle IIilbert space ~1, with creation and annihilation operators denoted a+(f), a(g) (f,g E H1) and that the reservoir Hamiltonian HR is quasi-free, i.e. Let Q/> 1 be an operator on H1 with domain/)(Q);I be a family of bounded closed intervals in R; K be a set and let, for each A > 0, IS, T] E 7? and f E K, be given a vector f~ E/)(Q) c_ 1tl so that, for c = 0, 1 (Q0 = 1; Qt = Q), there exist the limits
dsf~,Q~s g~du)=(X[S,TI,X[S,,T,])L2(R)'(flg)Q,% (1.1) A--*O\Js
where ('I')Q" is a positive kernel on K (not necessarily positive definite).
For each A > 0, we shall denote by F~ the family of vectors f~, for t E R and f E K. The positivity of the kernel ('1") follows from (1.1); it can happen that the kernel is degenerate.
In the following, the notation K will also be used to denote the pre-Hilbert space (K/Ker((.I.)), ('1")).
In order to state our basic result we shall introduce some definitions and notations:
